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HAND CANCELLATIONS OF ALGERIA, 1904-1962
by Laurence H. Lambert
The Algerian postal system was reorganized in 1904. Under the reorganized system,
there was a complicated classification consisting of 50 defined types of post offices. Nevertheless, these fell into three primary groupings that included Recettes, Facteurs Boitiers
and Facteurs Receveurs, and Bureaux Auxiliares. The Facteur Boitier and Facteur Receveur
were the approximate equivalents of the former Bureau Distribution, and in this article
we will continue to use the latter term.
At the beginning of 1904, there were in usage at least 15 standard cancel types, not
including the services cancels. The types in use were E3, E4, G2, H2, 12, 13, J, J2, J3,
K2, L, L2, L3, M, and 02. (See F&C Philatelist of January 1991.) Probably a few Type
H cancelers which had not yet been modified were still in use as well. These old cancel
types were heavily used for a few years. Their usage dwindled steadily, though some types
were still being used into the 1930s and 1940s.
The foUl' new cancel types that came out of the 1904 reorganization were Types N, N2,
N3, and P (Figure 1). The first three types were all circles of the same size, with N3 dashed
for the Distributions. Types Nand N2 were for Recettes. Type N2 is differentiated from
Type N in that the Recette name is at the top, the office name is at the bottom, and the
Department name is not shown. This type is modeled after the former Succursale types.
Its use is documented for only one office, Alger-Rue de Strasbourg. Type P, for the auxiliary bureaus, is hexagonal, a replacement for the smaller Type O. The dater for all these
marks is the same as for Type M (F&C Philatelist, January 1991, p. 10), all numerals
with the year in two digits. The first line is often replaced by an asterisk, and sometimes
is removed entirely, as illustrated in one of the examples of Type N in Figure 1. Three
examples of Type N3 are illustrated, to show variations in the lettering and in the dashes
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that form the circle. Types Nand N2, in use at large offices for over forty years, are both
very common. Type N3 is a little less common, and Type P is not so very difficult to obtain.
The military operations for occupying the Saharan oases (F&C Philatelist, January 1991,
p. 14) were still in progress as the new cancel types of 1904 came into being. Thus, some
of the newly occupied oases used the new cancel types inscribed with the name of the
militfary region at the bottom, instead of the name of one of the three Departments
(Figure 2).
One unique cancel type from early in the period must be noted. This is Type L4
(Figure 3), used at Palat, Oran, from about 1910 to about 1927. Type L4 is a curious type
formed of two dashed-line circles, with the typical dater of the period. The circumstances
of its issuance are unknown to the author; however, it might be conjectured that Palat
was issued a Type J canceling device which later had the outer circle modified to be similar
to all the other Distributions. This cancel appeared on only a part of Palat's mail, so it
is not very common.
In 1924, Algeria was issued stamps of France overprinted ALGERIE. For 75 years, from
1849 until 1924, Algeria had used stamps of France; usage in Algeria could be determined
only if the cancels were readable. Undoubtedly many collectors have sifted through hundreds of French stamps of 1849-1924 to find a few cancels of Algeria. From 1924 until
near independence, Algerian cancels would be found on Algerian stamps alone.
At about this same time, in 1925, a single new type of cancel came into usage to accommodate the Distribution Auxiliare. This cancel was Type Q, a hexagon exactly like
Type P, except dashed-line (Figure 3). Some of the small post offices were already in this
class, and had been using cancel Type P, which was now reserved for the uae of the Recettes
Auxiliaries only. At the same time, several of the smaller Distributions were reduced in
class to Distribution Auxiliare, and began using the new Type Q cancel. The Distribution
Auxiliare is now better known to us as the Agence PostaIe. Cancel Type Q, used by the
smallest and most remote post offices, is eagerly sought by collectors.
~~~~~~~~~<*~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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Figure 1
Cancel Types of 1904.

1\vo examples of Type N, and three of Type N3 are depicted, to show variations.

Figure 2
Examples of cancels of the types of 1904 which have the names of military regions inscribed at the bottom, rathel· than a Department name.
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Figure 3

The only new hand-cancel types of
Algeria which came into usage between 1904 and 1940.

An exact beginning date for cancel Type N7 (Figure 3) has not been documented. Since
it was not known by Langlois and Bourselet, it is assumed that it was not used before
1930. The author knows of its usage at Oran as early as 1937. It is known from both Algiers
and Oran, and may have been used at some other offices. Usage at Oran is the more common, though this cancel type was used on only a very small percentage of the maiL It
resembles Type N, but the dater is in two lines, and for the first time the year is in four
digits.
Algeria went into World War II with little modification of the postal markings instituted
in 1904. During the war, the Algerian postal system was quite active. The system was
working very well under the control of the Vichy government, when oversight by the Allies
began on November 15, 1943. From this time until the liberation, the mail was under
heavy censorship. Particularly on mail behind the German lines, censorship by three governments is a common occurence, and foul' censorships on the same covel' is not uncommon.
Censor tape and censorship markings are not a part of this study of the civil postmarks
of Algeria.
Throughout the war the cancel types remained unchanged. However, the two-digit year
dater block for 1945 (Figure 1, Type N) may be noted to have broader, more open numerals
than the other characters on the cancels, and the 1946 two-digit year dater is very smaiL
Occasional other variations in individual cancels are noticeable.
In 1948 came the only real change in the cancels between 1904 and 1962. At this time,
the year dater was changed to four digits instead of two, and the letters and numerals
on the cancels were noticeably more squared up. The 1948 change, though a minor one,
resulted in the new cancel types N4, N5, N6, P2, and Q2 (Figure 4). In the existing literature,
these types of cancels have not been differentiated and fitted into Langlois and Bourselet's
classification scheme.
At about the same time as Types N4, N5, and N6, came also Type N8 <Figure 4). Type
8 has a two-line dater like N7, but the office name is at the bottom, and the Department
name is not shown. This type may be unique to the post office shown in the illustration,
the Assemblee Algerienne. Type N7 is poorly documented, and the author knows it only
from a single illustration. The Assemblee Algerienne existed from 1947 until 1956, but
whether or not a post office existed during that entire period is not known.
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Figme 4
The new cancel types of 1948, with the year shown in four digits.

In addition to the defined types, some of the cancels from late in the period, in addition
to the post office and department name, bear a window number following the office name,
or a letter preceding the office name. Thus we have inscriptions such as ALGER
R.P.-5-/ALGER, or B ALGER R.P.lALGER (Figme 5). These are known only from some
of the major Recettes. Cancels with these inscriptions are not assigned a separate type,
but are considered to be of the standard Recette cancel type, N4. No attempt is made in
this article to document the various window numbers that appear on the cancels for the
various offices.
During the period from 1904 until independence, the lise of special services cancellations was widely extended. These services cancellations are classified as Types W, W2,
W3, W4, W5, and W6 (Figure 6). The first three are the older types prior to 1948, with
the year in two digits. Type W has the service at the top and the office at the bottom;
Type W2 reverses these; and Type W3 has the office and service at the top and the Department at the bottom. Types W4, W5, and W6 are similar to Types W, W2, and W3, respectively, except the year is in four digits.
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Figure 5
'I\vo varieties of cancel Type N4 with
a letter or a number in the legend in
addition to the office name.

w

W6
Figure 6
Special services cancellations, 1904 " 1962.

Also during this period there were roller cancels with flammes or with killer bars, a
variety of machine cancels, a large number of first day and other philatelic cancels, and
many commemorative cancels. No attempt is made in this article to describe or classify
these specialty types of cancels.
Events leading up to Algerian independence had a considerable impact on Algerian postal
history, although there were no new cancel types except for Type N8. In Algeria, factions
advocating independence from France sprang up as early as the 1930s, and grew during
World War II. A significant outbreak occurred in May, 1945, when nearly a hundred French
settlers were massacred at Setif. After a strong retaliation, order was temporarily restored.
However, on November 1, 1954, organized attacks on police stations and post offices began.
Guerrilla attacks and terrorism became commonplace. The post office at Ain Madhi was
looted and destroyed in 1956, and did not reopen until 1961.
The French were determined to keep Algeria as an integral part of France. By the end
of 1956, over 400,000 French troops were in Algeria. Their mission was to maintain order,
to seek out and punish the leade,"s of the insurgents, and to make changes and carry out
reforms designed to pacify the Algerians.
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One of these changes, which was designed to make Algeria look more like a part of France,
was the redepartmentation of Algeria, begun in 1954. The original three large Departments of Alger, Constantine, and Oran were redivided to form several new Departments.
The new Departments, with the dates of their first appearance on the postal cachets, were
Bone, mid-1957; Tizi Ouzou, late 1957; Aumale, Batna, Bougie, Medea, Mostaganem, Oasis,
Orleansville, Saida, Setif, Tiat'et and Tlemcen, 1959; and Saoura, 1959-1960. Some changes
were made in the boundaries in 1959 and 1960, and Aumale and Bougie ceased to exist
as Departments. The original three Departments continued in existence with boundaries
highly reduced. While this redepal·tmentation involved a change in the name of the Department for a large number of individual post offices, the cancel types themselves did not
undergo any change. Figure 7 shows Algeria's new Department boundaries.
Another change, made in 1958, was that stamps of Algeria were discontinued. Stamps
of France were again in use in Algeria. Thus, Algeria had its own stamps for only 34 years.
A very significant reform, and a real attempt at pacification, was the establishment of
the Sections Administratives Specialisees (S.A.S.'s) and Sections Administratives Urbaines
(S.A.U's). The S.A.S.'s and S.A.U.'s were a kind of military Peace Corps. Their primary functions were the modernization of nab ve agriculture, dispensing medical care, providi ng basic
education, and overseeing construction and irrigation projects. A total of over 700 of these
were established throughout Algeria, and by the order of September 8, 1956, many of them
were authorized their own post office. Just before independence, the S.A.S.'s in the Departments of Oasis and Saoura were replaced by Centres d'Administration Saharienne (C.A.S.'sJ.
Thus, the C.A.S. was in existence for a short time in 1962. In the last six years before
independence, the S.A.S.'s, S.A.U.'s and C.A.S.'s accounted for about 185 new post oflices
in Algeria. These new post offices all used cancel Type Q2, with the name of the S.A.S.,
S.A.U, or C.A.S. inscribed on the cancel. The post offices were administered by the civil
service <P.T.T.J, but operated by the military S.A.S., S.AU, or C.A.S. which it served. See
Figure 8 for a typical cover of an S.A.S., S.A.U or C.A.S., bearing both an administrative
cachet and a Type Q2 cancel.
We have seen that the postal system was dynamic during the last years of Algeria under
the French. Because of the changes in boundaries during the redepartmentation, the short
life of the new Departments prior to independence, the more abbreviated life of the two
abolished Departments, and the addition of a large number of small pseudo-military post
offices during the last five years prior to independece, rarities abound rivaling any period
in Algerian postal history. This period is very actively studied and collected in France,
but there is much yet to be done.
Finally, on March 18, 1962, the Evian Accords were signed recognizing Algerian independence. The French period of Algeria which began in 1830 came to a close on
July 2, 1962. It left behind an exciting legacy. Beginning with the pre-stamp period, we
have the first five civil offices and the first civil cancels, the expansion into the interior
and the establishment of new post offices, the PC's and the GC's, the rare and short-lived
offices, and proliferation of the cancel types, the unique cancels, the occupation of the
Saharan oases, the period of stability, the advent of Algerian stamps, World War ll, the
short-term new Departments, and an approximate total number of 1,400 post offices. These
occurrences all survive in the postal history.
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Figure 8
An official military cover fmm a S.A.S., showing an administrative cachet and the typical
S.A.S. postal cachet of Type Q2.
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SOME NEW FINDINGS ON THE 15 CENTIMES SAGE
by Stanley J. Luft (Mb. '915)
The fil'st Classic stamp is already 150 years old, and by now any pre-World War I stamp
could be considered a classic by virtue of being at least half as old as the Penny Black.
Over the decades just about anything one might want to know about most of these older
and newer classics is already in print. What can one possibly add to our knowledge, regarding say a middle-aged classic that was originally issued in 1876?
At first inspection, surely very little. The 15 centimes Sage is an extremely well known
entity. Modern scholarship on this stamp--and on the other Sage issues..dates from Dr.
Joany's 1962-63 work l.1, reprinted and still available from Le Monde des Philatelistes.
Joany and others further refined his studies, with additional data on postal stationery,
essays, proofs, and special printings, in 198021. Postal stationery received even more intensive treatment from Storch and Franc;on3 I, now in its fourth (1989) edition. The
definitive study on cancellations on the Sage issues remains that of de Beaufond (1960)
4 I. Little else of consequence appears to have been written in recent times, with the
possible exception of de Lizeray's several brief articles on Sage-period printing techniques
5 I.
Thave been collecting the Sage issues since the early 1960s and have been exhibiting
some of my material off and on since 1969. I particularly favor the 15c values--and I suspect
Dr. Joany did too--mainly because of the great diversity of types and subtypes, and because
they were (still are?) wonderfully abundant, inexpensive (mostly), and bear an amazing
variety of cancellations.
In its present version, mine has become a "research" exhibit. I place the term within
quotation marks because philatelic "research" is usually--and in this instance--really just
"personal study." And, in all these years of personal study before and since Joany, de Beaufond, and de Lizeray published and then went to their reward, I have found absolutely
nothing worth adding to their findings.
Nevertheless, this shortcoming will not impede in any way my writing this article. My
"research" exhibit is preseently being formatted for fresh assaults upon National-level
exhibitions. Constraints upon the amount of writing on exhibit pages require that the
information be presented elsewhere, and I'm making this my appropriate, chosen vehicle.
I do have a bit to say about some new findings and wish to illustrate several seldom-seen
(hopefully never before nor anywhere else!) items in my collection. And now to share my
opinions, thoughts, qualms, and goodies with you.
The first day of use of the 15c gray (type 1) may well be 14 June 1876 (Joany and others,
1980, state 16 June), and I have it--off-cover, it's true. Unfortunately the date slug does
not photograph well.
Storch and Franc;on, on p. 70 of the fourth (1989) edition, list preprinted mailing addresses at Couzan, Paris, and Angers for catalogue item J94d--the imprinted-to-order 15c
Sage private envelopes of the Couzan firm. Here (Figure 1) is a new one, addressed to Nantes.
The next three illustrated items are imperforate impressions of the blue stamp that I
cannot identify and might at best be considered special printings. Figure 2 is a type IID
impression with large bottom margin on white, diagonally laid(?) bristol(?) stock. It closely
resembles the imperforate 1900 special printing on bristol that simulated printings for
the Colonies, and would therefore have come from position 21, 22, 24, or 25 of the halfgalvano block of 25 stamps. However, Joany and others (1980, p. 174) and Vol. I of the
1975 Yvert Specialized catalogue state that, for this 1900 special printing, the 15c blue
is of type JIG.
Figure 3 shows a left-margin type IIE quadrilled impression on whitish paper. This is
a puzzler as to when and why it was produced. Joany and others (1980) do mention that
accidentally imperforate type JIE stamps exist, and I suppose I must take that at face
value. And Figut'e 4 shows a solitary, wide-margined block of four, apparently type JIB,
rather poorly and weakly printed on white card stock. Somebody's fantasy perhaps? The
typography(?), however, is quite carefully done and show no measurable departures from
the normal type IIB stamp.
Figure 5 shows an imperforate strip of three 15c bistre, type IIG, on bristol(?), with wide
margin at right. It is pinned (original pin perhaps?) to letterhead stationery of the Ministry
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of Commerce, Industry, Posts, and TelegraphslBureau or Section of Materials and Construction, upon which is penned "the proofs of the M
vignette will not be ready
prior to 20 February." Imprinted Paris date is 189_. Pencilled notations under and to
the right of the strip mayor may not be contemporaneous. I believe, albeit with no strong
conviction, that this may be an essay for the upcoming 1900 Exposition special printings,
and therefore probably unique--if I may be so bold as to use that term.
Some accidental varieties come next. Figure 6 is a lower-left corner block of 10 (type
IID quadrilled) showing doubled, missing, and partial perforations. It appears that the
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Figure 6
comb perforator was started too high on the sheet, and had to be moved approximately
half a stamp lower, with the bottom row of perforations added later. Or, it could have been
the other way around.
I prize the item shown as Figure 7 because it is used on cover and I assume this was
commercial usage. This is an incomplete impression of a pair of quadrilled (apparently
IID) stamps, probably caused by oblique overlapping of another sheet during printing.
Figure 8 shows another piece de resistance. It is a half·galvano block of 25 of type IIE
(always quadrilled) showing diagonally partial to complete recto-verso impressions of the
upper part of the block; again, the product of sloppy work in the pressroom.
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Printers' waste--which should have been destroyed in-house but was fortunately salvaged
for posterity--is shown in the next three items. Unless an outright fabrication by workmen
in the perforation section, this quadrilled item (Figure 9) was honestly misfed into the
perforator. Figure 10 shows a lower-left pane-corner pair (type 110) with freak perforations resulting from a paper fold-over that occurred between the printing and perforating
operations.
Figure 11 shows a completely inperforate type II left-and bottom-margined block of 15.
The stamps are annulled by the non-postal date stamp TIMBRES POSTEIFABRICATION,
27 Nov. 1888. This was probably applied by a printing-plant inspector, and the block (or
larger original piece) should shortly thereafter have been destroyed after appropriate accounting procedures. I have never seen this pm·ticular date stamp mentioned in the
literature nor have I seen additional examples.
We now come to some interesting and unusual forms of usage of the 15c Sage. Starting
with this fragment (Figure 12) of a court proceedings sent 14 Mm'ch 1877 within a wrapper,
and showing the blue administrative cachet of the Sarlat lDordogne) Tribunal. The
unusually high 75c wrapper rate (domestic tariff of 1 Jan. 1876) was met by a combination of the 15c gray (type HAl, 20c Sage, and 40c Siege.
A July 1877 Paris wrapper is shown in Figme 13. The 15c gray (type HA) and 2c Sage,
tied by a red lmprime date stamp, met the general rate (same tariff as for previous) for
170-gm non-political journals.
One expects that postal-rate reductions would result in a sizeable generation of firstday-of-rate covers and date stamps--particularly as the happy occasion rarely occurs more
than once in one's lifetime--whether in France or in the U.S. Here (Figure 14) is a 15c
gray (type liB) used 1 May 1878, first day of the 15c Ix domestic-letter rate. Still, hardly
a commonplace item'
Registry of letters and other objects was re-established in 1873, at a rate for letters of
50c per. This was lowered to 25c on 16 Jan. 1879. Though the 50c charge was in existence
for the first 2'h years of the Sage period, not many so rated registered covers are known.
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REVUE DES DEUX MONDES

Rue Bonaparte, 17. - Paris.
Votre abonnement fin it avec la Iivraison du
Les changements et reclamations doivent ~tre
d'une bande d'adresse.

accompa~

Figure 13

Figure 14
Figure 15 shows one, with the 65c registered lx-letter rate met by a 15c blue (type lIB)
combined with the 25c Sage and 25c Ceres (ex-Dub us).
Registered commercial paper is very uncommon as few covers were saved. Here
(Figure 16), 15c took care of all the postal fees (Law of 21 Dec. 1897). The large July 1900
cover (photo cropped for this article) shows a type lIG with 1900 millesime, and very early
use of the first-ever French registry label.
The steamer "Russie;' Marseille-bound from Oran, Algeria, was stranded by high seas
on the French coast 7 Jan. 1901. Following upon the rescue of passengers and crew, the
ship was refloated and towed to Marseille (24 January) with its mail sacks still aboard
but in very soggy condition. In most instances the stamps came loose during the interval.
Here is a cover (Figure 17) with its 15c Sage still tied and relatively intact.
Figure 18 shows unexplained usage of 12 Dec. 1899 newspaper cancels on an otherwise
ordinary sealed envelope.
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Figure 15

Figure 16

Figure 17
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Figure 18
I showed this item (Figure 19) in this journal some years ago, and then in "Feuilles Marcophiles;' hoping for some information. None was received, and it remains a hitherto
unrecorded 4-bar killer, applied somewhere on an uncancelled postal-stationery envelope.
Pontoise arrival backstamp reads 4 Jan. 1890.
The boxed A NULE <Figure 20) is probably there to prevent possible reuse of a faintly
cancelled <16 Aug. 1894) 15c stamp.
Figure 21 shows a 15c type lID used (25 Oct. 1884) as a revenue stamp on a hand-drawn
receipt. This should be very unusual usage.
Postal stationery cutouts were specifically prohibited from use or reuse by Instruction
251 of the September 1882 Postal Bulletin. Figure 22 shows an example that was sent,
uncancelled and visibly set offin ink, to a Paris architect, canceled 26 Sept. 1896 at Paris
and taxed at the normal 2x penalty rate of30c for unpaid Ix letters. Architect apparently
refused it and it was returned to Trouville and taxed once again at 30c on 27 September.
Here (Figure 23) is a simple international anomaly--one probably too "unimportant"
to find space in my exhibit. A 15c stamped envelope entered the mailstream via the

----::..::tt.,.J... ~ .

"'<f~~~···
Figure 20
Figure 19
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Figure 21

Figure 22
Hazebrouck-Lille 1 Aug. 1900 convoyeur, bound for Australia. It transited the Lille railway
station that day and arrived safely on 6 September in Sydney. Neither postal administration noticed nor bothered to tax this short-paid (presumably by only 10c or 2 pence) item.
A nice little example of what's become terribly commonplace nowadays.
Nine values of France Sage were regularly used at Madagascar. Here (Figure 24) the
50c required for mailing a registered Ix international letter was met by a combination
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of Metropolitan France 10c and 15c Sages and a 25c French Madagascar Offices stamp
of 1891 issue, (not a rare combination) posted 22 March 1894 from Tananarive, Madagascar.
Similarly, mixed use of French 15c and 25c Sages and French Levant-overprinted 5c Sages
(Figure 25), 28 March 1892, Constantinople to Belgium, mayor may not be particularly
unusual.
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What might be t he reason fill' a 15c Group stamp from New Caledonia that partly overlaps
two damaged French 15c Sages <Figure 26) on a 22 Feb. 1901 Noumea local letter? (Probahly philatelic--R.G.S.)
Figure 27 shows a very attractive registered 2x letter to Ecuador from Paris 22A.
Registered foreign mail from auxiliary branch offices is definitely seldom seen.
Might the combination of 15c and other Sage stamps with a 20c Ceres of 1849
(Scott N 31 on an apparently o\'el-paid 7 Feb. J 891 registered letter <Figure 28) to Heinrich
Hempel of Honolulu, \'ia San Francisco, sugge,t philatelic contrivance? Does anyone know
if Mr. Hempel \\'a' a ,tamp collector or dealer?
Finally, I choose to regale you with superb cover <Figure 29) whel'ein the maximum
declared value (IO.OOOFI f,)r a money ICharg{,lleUer of21 Dec. 1880 is met by, among others,
a pair of thl' GF and InwI\' 15c Sage.
Q
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NEW BOOKS, PAMPHLETS AND CATALOGS
"Le Guide de I'Obliterations Mecanique," 1991, by Y. Nouaze. 148 pp. 60Fr + postage.
(Reviews all machines since 1898)
"Catalogue Specialise des Timbres de France: Les Non-Prevus Surcharges E.A. en Algerie
in 1962." 1991, by P-J. Barat. 103 pp. From Phil E.A., M. Jacques Sauter, 24 rue SaintJust, 94200 lvry-sur-Seine.
"Catalogue des Cachets Petits Chiffres des Gros Chiffl'es 1862-1876." 1991, by Vincent
Pothion. 47 pp. 100F p.pd. From Poste aux Lettres, 17 Faub.-Montmartre, 75009 Paris.
"Repertoire des Telecartes d'Usage Courant." 1991 ed. 50Fr. + 30F postage. Bourse du
Timbres, 7 rue Drouot 75009 Paris.
"Osprey Men at Arms Series." 182 books of 48-64 pp. ea., some in color. $10.95 ea. p.pd.
Volumes covering campaigns with French involvement will interest collectors of
military postal history. For sale by Theo Van Dam, Box 8809, Anaheim, CA. (Send
for list of volumes.)
"France--Poste Maritime Prephilatelique, Histoire Posta Ie et Catalogue." By J. Bergier
and Vincent Pothion. Special suppl. to Les Feuilles Marcophiles #263. 67 pp. May
1990. A combined edition with French and English texts in parallel columns. Many
illustr. of covers and old documents. An important work for early Colonies mail.
"Le Rhone et Lyon, Marcographie 1876-1959." A catalog of the exhibits at the 63rd Congres National Philatelique at Villefranche s/Soane June 1990. Takes up to 95 pp. of
the expo cat.; exhibits by specialists on the PH of the Lyons regions with historical
write up. 37.50Fr from A. Navarro, 23 Cours Aristide Briand 69300 Calure.
"Sur les Routes de France, a Pied, a Cheval, et en Voiture de Poste." By P Charbon, 1991.
312 pp. 300 illustr.--Amis de !'Histoire des PTT d'Alsace, BP 153/RA, 67004 Strasbourg,
Cedex.

ANNOUNCEMENTS AND NEWS
~The 2.30F stamps for the J.O. at Albertville were issued in January in special booklets
of 10 (at 23F) with promotional advertising on the back covel' for the games, in cooperation with the COJO (Comite d'Organ. des Jeux Olympiques with which the Poste is a part-
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ner)o The J.O. promotion stamp issues of 1991 are labeled as "1992" when the games will
be held.
~On 2 Feb. 2.30 + 0.20 for Olympic Games Ski de Fond at Les Saisies; on 9 Feb. a 2.30
+ 0.20 for the OL. Games Hockey at Mirebel; on 23 Feb. the 5.00F Renoir Painting "La
Balancoire"; on 4 Mar. 2.30 + 0.20 for OL. Games Luge at La Plague; on 23 Feb. a set
of 6 stamps each 2.50 + 0.50 for French poets of the 20th Cent., 6 stamps in booklets sold
at 18F: P Eluard, A. Breton, L. Aragon, F. Ponge, J. Previns, R. Char; on 9 Apr. the 2.50
Train Mozart, 27 Apr. the 2.50 and 3.50 Europas on space themes.
~ On 18 May the 2.50 Perpignan for the FSPF Congres; on 24 May the 3.50 Roland Garros 1991 tournament.
~New Caledonia--21 Nov. 410F Cent. de Gaulle, 5 Dec. 110 and 365F Pacific painters,
13 Feb. 36 and 90F landscapes and aerogramme.
~ Polynesia·-7
OV. 170,290 and 375F Polynesian legends, 5 Dec. 20, 30 and 37F Le fiaire
Tahiti, 7 Feb. 7, 9 and 11F, submarine marvels, 13 Mar. 65,84 and 94F Maori World.
~ Wallis and Futuna--16 Nov. 46F pirogues, 22 Nov. lOOOF Cent. de Gaulle, 4 Feb. 72F
traditional warrior, 18 Feb. 55F 20th anniv. medicine sans frontiers, 4 Mar. 42F patrol
boat, 1 Apr. 62F traditional scenes.
~St. Pierre-Miquelon--6 Mar. 1.40 and 1.70 outils de voiliel's, 22 Apr. 1.70 and 2.50 images of the past (4 stamps each).
~ Andorre--27 Apr. Europas 2.50 and 3.50, space theses.
~ La Poste in association with the groupe Sofipost is running "Train Mozart" organized
by FRANCE RAIL under the patronage of the Minister of Culture et Commite Mozart.
The train will stop at 16 cities between the 9th and 26th of April; the train consists of
six cars devoted to an exposition relating to the life and work of Mozart, open to the public,
and 6 cars reserved for participants including postal officials, and 5 cars for logistic support. At each stop FDCs of the Mozart train stamp will be sold in a temporary PO. in
the station; the special cancel will not mention "premier jour." Covers with FD cancels
will be available later from the Bur. des Oblits Phil. 61 rue Douai, Paris Cedex 09. In
addition booklets of 10 2.30F Marianne de Bicentenaire will be issued with covers illustrating "France - Rail - Train Mozart" sold at the temp. train stop PO.s.
~The National Service des T.P et Philatelie is organizing a contest to elect the best stamp
of 1990, from 15 March to 15 May; subscribers to the Service Philatelique will be eligible
to vote and recei ve a ballot.
~The Poste will present a display of its various products of philatelic interest, as well
as exhibits by others such as collectors, associations, journals, etc., at the Foire aux Collectionneurs organized at Paris 27 Apr. - 9 May. The Poste will sell its products, and sell
a souvenir card with the two stamps of the Europa set 1991 with special obiliterations.
The exhibits will include all sorts of objects that are collected: coins, pins, telephone cards,
perfume miniatures, French and foreign.
~ At the Salon d'Automne the Grande Prix de l'Art Fran<;ais for 1990 was awarded to Raymond Moretti for his booklet of personnages de chanson Fran<;aises; the Grand Prix de
l'Art Philatelique des Depts. and Territories overseas was given to Le Monde Maori stamp
of Polynesia des. by G. Betemps.
~The postal forgery of the 2.30F Marianne de Bicentenary (Erial) stamp which showed
up on mail in Dec. 1990 - Jan. 1991 was probably printed in Spain. The source was discovered
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to be '!bulan and Marseille tabaconnists. The police interrogated and arrested some tabaconnists in Marseille. In Marseille and Toulon the suppliers of these stamps offered them to
dealers at IF each which could give them a nice profit, sold at 2.30, in face of which, however,
was a possible prison term and big fine. The police found a stock of 40,000 forged stamps.
They were printed by offset, the perf is 14 instead of 17. In addition some fake imperfs
of the 2.30 self-adhesive stamps photo-copied from booklets have turned up at St. Nazaire.
These were so good that the printery at Perigueux considered stopping printing of the
autocollant stamps.
~ Mrs. Harlan Miller has sent us newspaper clippings about the fire which burned out
the building with the late Harlan Miller's print shop last Christmas Eve.

F.C.RS. OFFICIAL
Dear FC.P.S. Members:
Due to circumstances beyond our control, this issue is arriving later than usual. We aff
pologize {or any inconvenience this may have caused you.
Robert Stone, editor
Stanley J Luft, asst. editor
President's LettelFrom time to time the Board of Directors receives inquiries regarding holding F.C.P.S.
meetings at stamp shows outside New York City. The by-laws require that the Annual
Meeting be held in New York. The Society may, however, hold regional meetings elsewhere;
the most recent of these was in Colorado at ROMPEX '88. Such meetings, particularly
when they are distant from New York, provide valuable publicity for the Society. The Directors consider all such requests individually, but the following are important considerations. In general, the Society will consider participating in one international or national
show each year. There should be some local individual, who would certainly be a member
of F.C.P.S., and would preferably be known to one of more of the Directors, who will oversee
the local arrangements for any programs or the manning of a booth. It is desirable, but
not essential, that one or more of our Directors will be attending the show. Generally there
should be a minimal expense to the Society, except for providing one or more awards, and
publicity in the Philatelist.
As I write this letter we are approaching the end of a winter when there have been many
days that seemed more appropriate for spring. Therefore is seems natural to wish you all
a most enjoyable summer.
--Dick Stevens
Corresponding Secretary's RepOl·t For 1990
...... 812

Total membership as of January 1, 1990
Total new members for the year of 1990 ..
Total reinstatements for the year 1990 ...

Resignations received for the year 1990
Total deceased members for the year 1990
Members dropped for non-payment of dues

.

60
............... 8
68
.

.

et membership gain for the year of 1990
et membership loss for the year of 1990
Total membership as of December 31, 1990 ..

.. 24
.9
. . .... 69
102

_
.
.. _

0
34
778
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FRANCE AND COLONIES PHILATELIC SOCIETY, INC.
1990
Balance on hand 12/31/89
RECEIPTS:
Total 1990 dues
Publications:
Back Issues
Index
Lozenges
Vaurie issues
Bordeaux
Spiegel Fund
Miscellaneous
Interest

$10,824.00
$8,720.50
$50.00
60.00
285.00
216.00
815.55

EXPENDITURES:
Meetings
Philatelist
Editor's expenses
Secretary's expenses
Treasurer's expenses
Advertising & Membership
Exhibitions
Printing & Stationery
Spiegel Fund purchases
Transfer to Savings
Collectors Club
Shipping expense
Bank charges
Miscellaneous

1,426.55
18.00
1.00
522.14

728.83
4,724.79
484.15
400.00
8.75
328.00
139.46
130.33
106.00
300.00
100.00
12.85
87.76
24.00

7,574.92
13,937.27

Balance on hand 12/13/91
MEMORANDUM:
VaUl'ie Fund
Spiegel Fund
Prepaid 1991 dues
1990 surplus

10,688.19
21,512.19

12,858.10
1,287.64
5,481.25
195.69
$19,822.68

Cash in banks
Respectfully submitted,

Beatrice M. Berner
Treasurer
3/11/91
Approved by Board of Directors
3/26/91
Richard M. Stevens, Pres.
Stephen G. Rich Memol'ial Exhibit
The annual Stephen G. Rich Memorial Exhibit will be held this year on Tuesday,
June 4,1991, as part of the regular monthly meeting ofthe Society at the Collectors Club
in New York. The regulations and entry form may be found on the enclose Supplement.
Please consider participating.
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Meeting of 4 Decembel'

It was problem night and a few items were presented. John Lievsay began with an 1872
French cover posted from Turbie (GC 4044) to Lyon and franked with a 25c Ceres (Grand
Thsche variety). The cover bore a Monaco transit en route to Lyon and was signed by Calves.
A look at a map shows the origin high above Monaco and no direct rail line connecting
them. Question: How did this cover get 3,800 feet down the hillside to Monaco? Answer:
It traveled on the cog railway that connected the two if it missed the train that was part
of the normal route. Jerry Massler... Did you know this???
Dick Stevens showed a TRESOR ET POSTS 504 cover franked with three 25c blue
Sowers. One of the stamps was damaged and pen cancelled. "Why" was the question. Ap·
parently someone had tried to remove it before sending the letter, tore it and it was pen
cancelled to show that it was not valid, as 50c carried the lettel·.
New member Jim Rader came up with a Colonies 5c post card that got a real ride in
search of its addressee for the five centimes. It traveled through Gao, Tomboctou, Bamako
and Dori of the Ht. Senegal & Niger before being forwarded to a telegraph office.
Yours truly presented a few covers from the Senegal yellow fever period showing use
ofthe encircled A because of the shortage of stamps. I hope to do an article on this short·
ly, so I'll hold my comments until then.
··Ed Grabowski

POSTAL PRACTICE OR REGULATION?
The envelope illustrated has started an inquiry that I hope can be answered by our F.C.PS.
readership. When discussing why the two 25 centimes and the two examples of the 15
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centimes were not pairs, a knowledgeable colleague remarked that it was the intent to
always separate each individual stamp on charge, valeur declaree lettm's in order that
the envelope could not easily be cut, the contents then removed, and the illegal entry conveniently covered and obscurred by applying or reapplying the appropriately large pair
or multiple.
This assertation sent me scurrying to examine all the charge, valeur declaree letters
I had. I also looked at all other special services letters, such as express, registered, avis
de reception, etc. Only the chl:lrge, valeur declaree letters were treated in this fashion.
The nine letters I examined are all from Monaco to various destinations and run from
24 Februat-y 1883 (French Stamps-type Sage) through 8 June 189l.
Can anyone say with certainty if this was a postal regulation or merely a postal practice at the time? Did this practice apply only to Monaco or to the entire FI'ench Postal
System?
--Jose Martin, Sevilla, Spain

BALLONS MONTES AT AUCTION
My friend Pittier sent some tear sheets from a little publication recently, I believe it
to be the periodical of the German "Study Group on Balloon Mail" of August 1990. Anyhow,
it contains a short report by Karin Milllel' on "Auction catalog evaluations for German
children's village balloon mail and covers the Paris balloon mail." Only the latter contains anything of substance and interest.
During the first half of 1990, the reporter found bal/ons montes in four German auctions. In two of those, not one of the lots was sold.
In the third one, lot 4078 was sold for DM620 (roughly $400) and described as follows:
"Par ballon monte Ie Daguerre of 11 Jovember 1870 to Vienna, receiving pmk 13 December.
Rare destination (Yvert 3500). Highly interesting document, since this cover fell into Prussian hands. Letter from one mail bag could be distributed. Usual used condition. Expertized calves."
Commentary: Austrian bal/ons montes are not rare, despite Yvert, though less common
than those to France, Belgium, England. and Switzerland. Arrival seems exceptionally
late, since Swiss, British and Italian arrivals are all documented from the end of November.
Even that mysterious detoured lot that received a London 30 November transit mark
reached its destinations in Switzerland (2 Dec.) and occupied Alsace (3 Dec.) long before
this cover. Hence characterization by balloon is quite doubtful. When the auctioneer
describes the condition in this way, it is likely to leave something to be desired.
In the fourth auction, two lots were sold. The first, lot 669, brought DM850 (about $560):
"Delightful small ladies' letter from Paris, 21, October 1870, without arrival mark! hence
most probably per 'Le Montgolfier; rare."
Commentary: The absence of a postmark allows no conclusion as to the balloon. Whole
correspondences to free France are known without a single postmark from outside of Paris.
The correct assumption in this case is that the letter was delayed and missed the "Montgolfier."
One of the unsold lots, #665, from that auction, estimated at DM12,000 (about $8,000),
was "Bailon monte 'Le Neptune; extremely rare letter with contents dated 19 September
1870, to Angers with arrival postmark. Exceptional document for the amateur of the first
balloon. ascent! Signed."
Commentary: Nothing is said about whether the cover has a Paris postmark. If it does
(perhaps 19 September?), then it is NOT a "Neptune," which carried no normal post office
mail, as I have pointed out in some detail elsewhere. If there is no Paris postmark and
the stamp is canceled by the arrival mark of 25 September (at the latest), it could be a
"Neptune"; most likely, however, it is not, because the letters entrusted to the pilot were
given to him (or his balloon company) by people in the know. In any case, with the information given, the cover cannot be considered to be a rarity of any kind.

This brief auction report demonstrates again the general ignorance of auctioneers, by
no means limited to German ones, as regards ballons montes. They apparently do not bother
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to consult even the latest common French stamp catalogues, which are easily available
and contain quite a bit of the relatively recent information that has been added to the
"ballon monte" lore. evertheless, the collector willing to spend thousands of dollars on
such material ought to keep himself informed about the latest findings. Does he know
that it would be foolish to look for "Armee de Bretagne" covers with Paris postmarks at any price? Is he aware that "Trouvee a La Courneuve..... is a phony, even if recently
offered at 15,000 francs (and then withdmwn)? One should not assume that an auctioneer
has that information! The wise philatelist knows, of course, which periodicals to subscribe
to for such information.
CAVEAT EMPTOR'
--Ernst M. Cohn
Meeting of March 5
It was the Dick and Ed Show tonight, so the Colonies predominated. President Dick
Stevens showed some of his Martinique military mail, beginning the an 1888 stampless
letter bearing the large, octagonal Martinique military handstamp. This was followed by
a pl'esentation of Group Type Military Mail. wherein Dick noted that this material seemed
to cluster around certain dates. A Sept. 10, 1893 15c military rate letter from St. Pierre
and a November 18, 1893 letter from Fort-de-France highlighted this section. My earliest
Group Type cover is, by chance, also a piece of Fort-de France military mail, posted on
the 10th of January, 1893.
A beautiful selection of the F.M. overprints used from Martinique was shown, including
one on a piece from Cal·bet with the first F.M. stamp. All of the issues were illustrated,
including F.M. #4 on covers from Balata and Basse Pointe used in 1909. Some unusual
WWI free-franks, POW mail posted from Martinique, and some Vichy labels with the in~cription "ColTespondance Familiale A Destination Des Antilles" concluded Dick's
presentation.
Yours truly presented a one frame exhibit on non-use of the Group Type during the period
of its use_ The shortage-of-stamps period in Guadeloupe, Reunion and Senegal were shown,
plus some Colonial military free-fmnks, official mail and other odds and ends.
--Ed Grabowski

REMEMBRANCES OF WILLIAM H. WAUGH
Bill and I met only twice, the first occasion at the F.C.P.S. GB party during LONDON
80, where he sought me out bearing greetings from friends in F.C.P.S. U.S., over canapes
and drinks we found mutual interests. The second meeting was a CAPEX 87 when he
brought Bob Stone, with whom I had corresponded for a good number of years, to meet
Pat and myself. We enjoyed a week of convivial get-togethers over brunch, dinners, and
the odd toddie comparing various interests, as well as the stamp show. He was so disappointed we could not meet at PhilexFrance 89, as planned, but although recovering from
treatment, managed to send his personal greetings via John Livesay.
Bill got me interested in philatelic research, and after 1980 we corresponded fairly regularly. He invited me to participate in two of his projects, the "Waugh-Lull Chronology of French
Campaigns" and the "French Colonies Railway" handbook. Bill was most generous in
his praise for my help, and the encouragement he gave me opened my eyes to the fascination of world history, as well as the story behind every stamp or cover. He was always eager
to share his vast knowledge with others, a good friend, and I will miss him.
--Colin W. Spong

NEW MEMBERS
2870
2871

AYLMER, RICHARD J., 3573 Lorne Ave., #2, Montreal, Quebec, Canada H2X
2A4. (General collector: 19th century.)
FULTI, GEORGE, 5 Theresa Ave., North Billerica, MA 01862. (General collector:
all issues. F.S.AT.)
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2874
2875
2876
2877
2878
2879
2880
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PIAZZA, GEORGE A., 656 Florence St., Daly City, CA 94014. (General France:
mint, used, on cover.)
GEIGER, FRANK P, 3 Stone Hollow Rd., Montvale, N.J. 07645. (General collector: all issues. France: mint, used, on cover. Classics 1849-1876: mint, on cover.
Flaws of Scott #. Modern France: mint, booklets, coils, maximum cards, miniature
sheets. Telephone & telegraph, dues, parcel post, newspaper, Franchise Militaire,
Liberation issues, essays, deluxe proofs, imperforates, artist's proofs, color trials,
specimen, Annule, tictifs, pre-cancels, Occupation issues. Offices Abroad. CFA. Andorre, Monaco, Saar, Europa & United Nations. Colonies General Issues: mint,
on cover, Colonial provisionals, group type, all colonies & territories. Dealer: full
time, mail sales, new issues, approval. Philatelic literature).
HARTLEY, SANDRA, 27 Lowell Place, Fredonia, NY 14063. (General collector:
all issues. Colonies General Issues. Philatelic literature.)
RUSSELL, DARYL A., 2620-B South Vaughn Way, Aurora, CO 80014. (General
collector: all issues. France: mint.)
MICHAUD, JOSEPH G.M., 4927 Durasno Dr., Security, CO 80911. (General
France: mint, used.)
ADAMS, BILLY M., 1822 Oehrle 01·., Louisville, KY 40216. (General France: used.
Colonies General Issues; mint, used, on cover. All colonies & territories, cancels
& postal history. Issues of the Vichy Government.)
BANG, SE HYUK., PO. Box 50, Nam-Daegu, Seoul, 705-600, Korea. (General
France: mint, on cover. Postal history essays. Deluxe proofs, imperforates, artist's
proofs & color trails. Colonies General Issues.)
NELSON, FRANK, 95-24 1l0th St., Richmond Hill, NY 11419. (General collector: all issues.)
BLOOR, JOHN H., 8727 East Kettle Place, Englewood, CO 80112-2710. <General
France: mint, used, on cover. Booklets.)

REINSTATEMENTS
1492
2628

PETERS, DR. WILLIAM 1., 1803 Chuli Nene, Tallahassee, FL 32301. (Already
in Philatelist.)
DESJARDINS, ROBERT, 7445 LaJeunessee #209, Montreal, Quebec, Canada H2R
2J1. (Already in Philatelist.) This is a new address. Old one was for Boucherville,
Quebec, Canada. Eliminate old.

CHANGES OF ADDRESS AND CORRECTIONS
2490
1458
2061
2651
2552
1634
2838
2406
1960

THAYER, DENISE J., 409 Alton Woods Dr., Concord, NH 03301.
VAN EVERY, K.E., clo Viking Stamps, PO. Box 3096, San Diego, CA 92163.
ANDERSON, ALLEN, 415 North 10th, Oskaloosa, IA 52577.
EVANS, TERRY S., PO. Box 14439, Spokane, WA 99214-0439.
DOLMAN, LOREN I., PO. Box 1999, Santa Monica, CA 90406-1999.
JONES, HERMAN LeROY, JR., 21 Harbor Village Dr., Apt. #3, Middletown, RI
02840.
BOSSARD. Alan R., 5-1160 Shillington Ave., Ottawa, Ontario. Canada KIZ 724.
HALLER, MARTIN, 560 St. Laurent Ouest, Apt. #228, Longueuil, Quebec, Canada
J4H 3X3.
MARINESCU, CONSTANTIN A., PO. Box 685, Gracie Station, New York, NY
10028.

RESIGNATIONS
EW. Zukauckas, Jr.; Nathan Walpow; William Fischbach; Patrick Murphy; Joseph V.
Petronie; Allen Grant Wingett; Richard E. Rothbaum; Joseph E. Baker.

DECEASED
2209
2781

MYHAL, PETER
SERRA,JOSEPHM.
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REMOVED FROM MAILING LIST
For Non-Payment of Dues by April, 1990
Guru P Bose; Jimmy W. Fei'guson; Edgar Fried; Mark A Friedland; Dean M. Funk; Morris
B. Hacker; Ives W. Harvey; Gary Hendershott; Douglas Keahl; Irvin E. Kennedy; Roy
Koellman; Richard A. Losh; Dr. M.A. Lunn; D. Craig McFarland; Dr. Donald A. MacGregor;
Richard W. Canupp; Gerard A. Cal'On; Yavuz Corapcioglu; Ms. D. Men'mon Crawford; Oscar
G. Darlington; Thunnan C. Dean; J. Edmund DeCastl'O, Jr.; Frank Del Ponte; George E.
Demeritte; L. Ron. Doucette; Phil Dynan; Jerl'Old I. Engber; Marcus Julls; Gilbert Loisel;
Arthur M. Neu; Angel Pujadas; Michael Rikon; Ronald Sulyna; Jon Lewis Allen; Samuel
S. Anderson; Rich Ault; Raymond J. Barrette; Raymond A. Breault; David G. Briggs; Cecil
Mackey; Lawrence Alan Meyerson; William G. O'Donaghue; Elaine W. Parulis; John E.
Peacock; Mark A. Procissi; Kurt Reimel; Alvin Reynolds; D. Henry Schrodof; Richard E.
Scott, Jr.; Edwin C. Shrogren; Stephen I. Sipos; Gregory Thomas; Donald G. Weigand;
Charles F. Williams; Christopher Allworth; Yannick Cam bray; Francois Cormier; Paul
Dejardins; Raymond Devoucoux; Dr. James G. Hilton; Benny Moller Jenson; Neil Worley;
Pierre Wertheimer.

MEMBERS' APPEALS
LIQUIDATING: My surpluses and accumulations of France, Colonies, French Independent Africa. Low prices, free list.--Darrell L. George, 19410 Highway 10, Little Rock,
AR 72212. (Mb. #2869, APS 155511),
SEEKING trading partners for France and Colonies General Issues; have good early
duplicates to trade for more recent issues, cat. value for cat. value. Not a specialist,
just a space filler.--Deborah F. Schwartz, Rt. 2, Box 33C, Henderson, TN 36340.
(Mb. #27781.
WANTED: Epreuves de luxe of Madagascar (Scott 321-323 and C67-69 in very good condition.--R. Knight, Box 34314, San Diego, CA 92163. (Mb. #24951.
WANTED: Pre-cancels on covel's in strips, corner block, etc.--Andre Boisclair, 1184 Des
Fauvettes, Boucherville, Quebec, Canada J4B 6M9.
OFFER: For your sending of used and recent stamps of all countries, to exchange value for
val ue, of used stamps of France of your want list or description of Yvert #, also mint
stamps.--Roger Laforgue, 134 Quai Louis Bleriot, 75016 Paris (Mb. #2682).
WANTED: Ivory Coast, mint N.H. Stanley Gibbons #s 491-4, 517-20, 600-2, 603-4, 621alb,
655a/d, 751-3, 791alb, 791c/e, 827alb, 827c/d, 827e/f, 873alc, 873a/f. Please send list
or stamps to (no customs necesary1--Duilio M.F. Disler, 45 Grande-Rue, PO. Box 60,
2606 Corgemont, Switzerland (Mb. #2016).
WANTED: Fr. So. Antarctic and Polynesia (Scott 182 to date1 mint N.H.; trade for imperfs,
Deluxe souvenir sheets, or color proofs. Have small stock of WallisIF, New Caledonia,
mostly Polynesia and TAAF.--Stephen Radin, 6660 Lafayette Dr., Miami Springs, FL
33166 (Mb. #2828).
WANTED: Covers from French Morocco, Syria and Lebanon, Memel or Fr. Off. in Turkey,
pref. on commercial mail period 1903-1930, franked with Blanc, Merson, Sowers,
Mouchon. Send photocopies, both sides, with price.--A. Bossard, 5-1160 Shillington
Ave., Ottawa, Onto Canada KLZ 724 (Mb. #2838).
WANTED: Info. about the Phil. Exhibition with aviation-postage theme apparently held
Oct. 1-17, 1943 at Galliera Museum in Paris (ann. in IJEcho #1092, 31 Aug 1943)
or about the two sets of sheetlets sold at the expo. One set depicted "lyric works of
art of the 19th Cent.," the other a postal airplane flying over the lie de la Cite. Each
set included 4 perf and 4 imperf sheets in diff. colors. Would like to buy sets of the
sheetlets for my collection.--Jas. H. Bloor, 8727 East Kettle Place, Englewood, CO
80112-2710 (Mb. #2880).
OFFER: Album pages for French colonies and offices printed on 8 1/2'xll", Scott, Specialty or most other pages. Individual countries available. Write for free samples and
details.--Wm. E Steiner, 3547 Biscayne Road, Indianapolis, IN 46226 (Mb. #1759).
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STEPHEN G. RICH MEMORIAL EXHIBIT
June 4,1991

The annual Stephen G. Rich Memorial Exhibit will be held on Tuesday, June 4, 1991,
at the Collectors Club in New York.
Ali members are encouraged to participate. Ali new entrants will receive free membership in the Society for 1992.
a) only members can exhibit
b) topics should be chosen from the general area of France & Colonies philately; exhibits
should be entered in one of the following classes:
1. Nineteenth Century
3. Postal History
2. Twentieth Century
4. Topical & Thematic
5. Non-Competitive
c) exhibits should be limited to 2 frames of 16 pages each; space permitting, additional
pages will be shown, but only two frames will be included for the judging.
d) exhibits must be submitted on this official blank, and either brought to the Collectors
Club on the night orthe exhibit, or mailed to Mr. Dick Stevens, P.O. Box 99, Greendell,
N .J.07839
Ail reasonable precautions will be taken to protect exhibits against loss or damage. However,
no responsibility of any kind or character shall be attached to France and Colonies Philatelic
Society, Ine., or any of its members. Submission of an application constitutes acceptance
of these rules and conditions. Honors will be awarded in categories to be determined by
the judges, with medals for the best in show and top exhibits in each category. Results
will be published in the PHILATELIST.

Entry Application Stephen G. Rich Memorial Exhibit
Mail to Dick Stevens, P.O. Box 99, Greendell, N.J. 07839
Please enter my exhibit, entitled_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

in the 1991 Stephen G. Rich Memorial Exhibit, in Class #
1 will deliver and pick up my own exhibit _ _ _ _ Exhibit to be shipped _ _ __
Return postage $,_ _ _ _ enclosed.
Member's signature
Return Shipping Instructions: -Please retum my exhibit via: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

